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"No," he said. "I didn't see myself as a man of action."
"Never again? Not even after the war?"
Lewis was struggling with a ledge of earth in which
stones were deeply embedded. When he had broken it
down, he replied:
"Perhaps never again. I didn't swear to that. But I did
swear to myself that while I was here and had this god-
sent chance	"
He could not continue. In the confinement of the tunnel
every conversation but a demand that the candle should be
held higher or lower became ridiculous, and he returned
to his work in silence. But his thought ran on. Solitude
and a discipline of peaceful scholarship might prove, as
Herriot had often suggested, not to be his ultimate way
of life; he didn't know; that lay in the future; some day he
might have strength enough to preserve an absolute still-
ness of the spirit, even amid the activities of the world.
But if ever this was to become possible, it could be made
possible in him, he believed, only by the discipline of
quietness. The opportunity had been given him. He
remembered with what delight and with what assurance
he had welcomed it. Now, by every evening in the tunnel
and by every thought of escape, he was betraying it.
"I'U take over," Ballater said, exchanging his candle for
the tool with which Lewis had been digging. "You've been
hacking at it like a madman. I shall take life more easily....
It must be nearly time for our reliefs."
Work had begun again, when a sound behind them, at
the entrance of the tunnel, told that the trap-door had
been hastily closed.
"Someone coming," Ballater whispered, and ceased to
dig, that the sound of his tool might not be heard above
ground. "Better put out the candle."
"No light can show through if they've got the lino-
leum-flap down. If they haven't, we're done."
"Still we may want the light later on. The Lord knows
how long we may not have to sit here if Willett can't get
rid of the man, whoever he is. It may be the Commandant
Come to be affable. He might stay for hours."

